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HUMANS huddle at the feet of storytellers—oracles delivering versions of life as they see it, and
saw it when life was an ancient version of itself. Their words vie for our focus—desperate to stand
out from daily noise and the constant stream of stimuli. But the ear is insatiable—it can always hear
more, ready to augment our worldview, filtering and judging what constitutes truth. It’s a subjective
exchange. It shapes a shorthand of sorts. But the most audacious thing about the storyteller is their
brazen determination to fill our minds with a libraries’ worth of tales, expressions, impressions,
invitations, commands, slogans, ideas, and memories. Words. In a human library.
Stories are situated, localized, dumbed-down, made politically digestible, pimped up, or
stripped down. They show their age when they use bad words and insensitive descriptions; some
vanish; others become subject of endless reinterpretation and mental excursions; some are
formalized in print, becoming collectible, and often reissued. Stories decorate shelves, liven up
coffee tables, provide reading matter during quiet moments in the smallest room in the house, and
sometimes prop up a rickety piece of furniture. And they make great last-minute gifts.
Words and stories provide proof, confirming what we suspect and, when more than one
story tells the same sequence of events, they form a body of evidence. At the root of every “he says
—she says” argument and litigation, stories are sometimes indiscriminate in their incriminations
while also able to justify actions and deeds—some say manipulated. For the story and the word may
well be proof or accurate in episodic retelling—a verbal surveillance mechanism—but it easily
skews, outlining a situation or place so augmented by personal vantage points that we can never be
sure that something was or wasn’t as portrayed by the story. And so the word can be a victim to the
whims and abilities of the teller; under-baked and stodgy in the hands of the casual amateur or
overblown and insincere in the hands of an aggrandized wordsmith, but a story—every story—
inherently possesses a liminal space. A sense of suspension—a holding of breath before the
denouement—is present in every story, whether telling of noble causes, documentations “as it
happened,” or a voyeuristic souvenir of a life well-lived.
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A good story—or a good persona or character in UX—is deliberately focused with
intentionally blurred peripheries and the ongoing interplay between the alluded-to and the inferred
and how it intersects with the given. And while any story has a complicated relationship with lived
experience and degrees of truth, many authors inhabit a complicated space as an authority blended
with equal parts opinion and enticement; the work frequently veers into murkier territories of
culture, predisposition, and scruples. Any seasoned writer will know the strangely hypnotic rote one
enters when reading, re-reading, editing, reading again, and tweaking just a little for the last time as
they strive for a version of the tagline, headline, clause, or paragraph that they can live with. A
version that squares up with their notions or with the received research of the user/reader and
reflects carefully positioned opinions on stance, direction, attitude, and demographics. In weighing
the tone, establishing the words’ value and context, the writer shapes a narrative and girds the
subject. And even when narratives are quick and informally licentious, they don’t always thwart
tedium or possible pomposity. This docility and acquiescence to intent or instruction give the craft
its latent threat—its virulence.
Texts that exalt are no less virulent than those that destruct and deceive. Virulence is bakedin. Tweets and memes—viral. Anything online—viral. We aim for virulence, we get rewarded for
causing it, and we feel done-in when an otherwise-exemplary piece makes little viral inroads. We do
this in a world that increasingly thinks (and reads) in charged, digestible chunks—a landscape that is
one massively liked set of words. From the beginning, the printed word was a mechanism for
democracy, a pivot from a society where a select, ordained few had knowledge and training—and
access—to vaults of information. As we progressed—rapidly—to a mostly digital world, our words
and stories have been sharpened for social use, and while the results are acts of creativity, they are
frequently free from artistic ambition or pretense. Something else is at play there—a post-advertising
conflation of user recognition, symbology, language, and tonal signaling. And so words and stories
have become authentic mass communion cultural and artistic expressions, and like every
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commercialized or mass art form, the narrations are not made as a primarily artistic venture. They
signify collective ritual, a vaccine against angst, and convenient shorthand manipulation by
formidable power structures.

Stories help us navigate the world. They warn us about lurking dangers, and they suggest a
range of outcomes tied to sets of behavior. The best ones start by framing an event in narration at a
temporal distance—once upon a time—lending an aura of expectation; a disassociation rendering a
character such as Goldilocks greedy, opportunistic, and entitled instead of—heavens forbid—the
greedy, opportunistic, and entitled recipient of the story, who is learning a set of ethics and life
codes simply by listening. And so, for example, the notion of occupying another’s space,
indiscriminately tasting everyone’s porridge, and breaking their beds before jumping out of the
window in a fast escape, is not really the thing to do. It is significant to note just how the perpetrator
in this particular story has been treated by the storytelling tradition going from an old crow in the
early versions of Goldilocks—then called “The Story of the Three Bears” by Robert Southey in
which the old woman is never seen again, perhaps ending up in a correctional facility after repeated
breaking and entering misdemeanors—to the flaxen-haired pretty white girl, who wantonly wants
what she does, and complains about everything she gets. Sounds familiar?
To say that Goldilocks’ story represents a form of morality tale is to understate the patently
obvious. Claiming that the morality tale is relevant across the ages and draws links to contemporary
life, is to get to the core of what the word—the story—can do. Seen against in a post-millennial
light, the little girl is utterly, relentlessly, disappointingly, searingly charmless. Her saving grace is her
hair—her coded entitlement. She sullenly invades space belonging to others, staking claims, and then
criticizes the just-claimed territory—too hard or too soft, insisting that everything is just right. Her
right. The only right that matters. No regard for group ethics. No display of personal ethics. Just
greed. She insults her hosts and leaves as quickly as she came. Given half a chance, she’d have them
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collared and leashed, training them to dance on hotplates and sold to a traveling circus for a tidy
profit. And therein lies the power of story—boundless meaning, contained in few words. Many
iterations, repetitions to get a point across, for the premise and mechanism of the good story is to
see yourself reflected: to learn from it.
Hearing a story is an opportunity to situate yourself in it—imagining the thing being
described, appropriating the world you hear about. What kind of chair would I like? The softest one
for sure. Now, regarding the bed. Foot-end? No. I’m 6” 4—no small bed for this Goldilocks. And we
need to have a word about the porridge. I mean, as if. Hello—carbs. And, of course, a word about
the one-ton bear in the room—literally. Come-on—three bears, living together in a house? It’s not
1837 when Southey first wrote his story. No wonder the blond is bossy and, put mildly, consistently
dissatisfied; Goldilocks has no role in ursine polyamory. But this view is not shaped by words or
story—instead, it is a biased reading, habituated in an organic world. The story allows a mental
excursion into an inorganic space where unencumbered, an interpretation can be conjured up—an
elaborate visual feast—that acts not so much as a statement on the world as described by the
storyteller, but rather the world as we, the user, perceive it.

Some stories are shrines to the people who preceded us, shaping us and reminding us that
they too were giants in their day. Stories can be forgiving, softening the edges of a troubled
relationship over time and recasting a new version of the kind of history some of us wished we had.
Stories were made for families. By families. Episodes about children—mostly when they are/were
small are infused with parental bias. By telling these stories, each member of the group or family
positions themselves in a bigger story, their vantage point providing an evidential chronicle of
events, highlighting the delicate stitching that defines most complex situations. The subject-matter is
hardly noteworthy in some cases, emphasizing a single response or comment—a look or an action—
that comes to define the character in the genealogy. When the anemic nuclear family took root,
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extended clan stories with observances on the now-dispersed tried to ameliorate threatened
connectedness and, at least verbally, lay claim to people who form the larger aggregate. Family
stories are unsurprisingly often about lost family—the stories being all that had been left behind.
If the story imagines the past and memorializes the missing, it can also enter the world of
the conceived space. The story is synonymous with travel—it provides proof of experience and a
taste for exploration. It tells the neighbors that things got done—fun had. Stuff. Lots of it. Stories
augment the happy snaps captured on a smartphone, documenting them, making them real by giving
them context and depth. They form part of a canon—a travelogue—of experience and culture. For
some, travel is the mechanism to add to the canon. The process around the experience and the
dizzying pace of it all adding to the frisson when retelling travel tales. Unsure of how to process
what happens and how to deal with crappy things, “at least it’ll make a good story,” we tell ourselves
or the guy standing next to us when a stupid thing happened. And especially those with an ax to
grind collect the stories and moments of experience as proof that they are more than a workaholic
and that they too can chill out—have fun. Looking for the next story becomes a form of work for
the work-defined. They quickly settle into a quasi-work schedule: enthusiastically hunting
experiences that act as work surrogates—proof of play.
The disenfranchised put even greater value on stories. Victims of displacement, who deal
with trauma and obfuscated memory fight against the constant threat of vanishing heritage, collect
and collate fables of a place that once was home. At the same time, the pressure to assimilate and
become part of a Borg-like collective is immense—and seductive. It’s so much more convenient to
be part of a new story—a new history—than to constantly buzz-kill your way through tales of
desperation, suffering, and invalidation.
Storytelling, especially complex iterations such as television shows or films, has emerged as a
vital mechanism for vicarity—creating the illusion of integration and engagement. And where the
written story ignites imagination, sparking pensive moments and flights of fancy, the resigned
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engagement encouraged by the visual storytelling layers messages and sound and allows for
marketing and advertising, so much so that the process becomes passive—voyeuristic. Does it
matter? Does it lessen the value of the experience or diminish the power of the story? It does not,
instead, becoming an event of its own design—stories that are worth telling and therefore worth
seeing and worth sharing enthusiastically with friends, the maven stamping with the seal of approval.
Tales of hope, youth, the lives of others, history, love, otherness—all served up for the chronic
spectator, often consuming stories via second screens. Apps want to add our photographs to our
“stories.” And these stories that are collected and collated snapshot contextualize events, give
meaning—they prove that we were there.
The story is, in essence, an encounter—a meeting between teller and user, as much an event
as the ones narrated, creating a bond that reaches over centuries. They interfere with the status quo,
oblivious to the reader’s framework or objections—ignorant of everything that constitutes the user’s
world. I use the term user to indicate the person reading, watching, listening, clicking, or just
randomly engaging. Once the story has been delivered, when it has interrupted, asserting itself, it has
managed to take a further step to immortality, caught in the collective subconscious, ready to go
dormant again until the next serendipitous discovery by a user. While kinetic losses and loves are
incurred in the world outside the door, the storyteller makes a bid to keep his audience connected to
a different kind of world—a curation that will outlast each of us.
Telling a story is a non-invasive process, to some physical extent, at least. Reports from the
frontlines allow us to observe, get outraged, or remain unaffected, for reporting is mostly noninterventionist. Should they choose to intervene, it becomes a different genre of story. But even the
aloof reporter, choosing to stay on the perimeters, observing, has a heightened relationship with
their surroundings, and through telling the story, they partake—contributing to the event’s reach and
exposure. To tell the story of the event’s unfolding is to be curious and inform others that things are
not always as they expect them to be. It bears reminding some that it’s not Friday 8 PM at the Piggly
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Wiggly for everyone, everywhere. Stories make us realize that others have lives and joy and
misfortune.
Our stories have the power to arouse—to flex and prod the impulse—while remaining
mostly abstract, with ethics and issues of morality far removed from specifics and concrete
personas. And while the arousal impulse is strong and prevalent, the arousal of the conscience is
equally viable. However, as stimulating as the call to action may be, to act in good conscience and
“do the right thing,” the mechanism is less than powerful to dent apathy and disengagement. The
images and testimony that emerge after brutal killings like those of George Floyd, Eric Garner, or
Breonna Taylor don’t guarantee that people will flock to the voting booth or make good on holding
police accountable. Many of us are asymmetrically outraged over semantics—people are angrier
overuse of the words “defund the police” than over the deaths that caused the slogan to begin with.
However, few who see the footage and hear the reports can be unaffected by what they contain.
Stories, visual or verbal, cannot by themselves forge group ethics; still, they can buttress them,
keeping them buoyant in our subconscious—made inchoate, germinating deeper resolve to a better
understanding of what the group ethics are.
We are caught in a reflective period of civilization. Our stories as rooted in nostalgia—they
are made for fireplaces and moments where we must keep hope alive. They are bathed in pathos. A
tricky subject may be shocking and upsetting, but the craft of the storyteller can shift our perception
—elevating our take on the story, creating underdogs that prevail, allowing us to feel better about
ourselves, creating the delusion that are better people, able to do more, should that ever come up.
Most of know we won’t. But maybe, who knows? Stories are about schadenfreude, after all. To tell a
story is to participate in the misery of another—to observe their world, judge their actions,
pontificate over their demise. It allows us to hold up the narration, inspect the minutiae, and keep it
static—suspended—bearing witness to carefully selected scenes from the blur of a lived life.
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Our stories have created multiple copies of the various worlds we have inhabited over time;
our mythologies present countless iterations, each pushing limits of what is/was/could be. They
represent a quasi-presence while at the same time, act as bookmarks referencing things gone by. We
have started to accept that the delivery of information such as that contained in the story is contained
in a narrow frame of space and time. Through the telling of the things that we wish to convey, the
world we inhabit becomes episodic—often unrelated and individual—a blurring of past and future,
delivered anecdotally and as evidence of diversity. The story renders our world manageable—
convenient to reconcile with, presenting us with choices of interpretation and varying relevance,
inviting the user to view the story as a veneer hiding what is below—leaving us with the assumption
that the hidden is no worse than the declared; and the suspicion that what lies below may be more
fantastical than hinted at. Stories need us to imagine. By themselves, they are impotent.
Storytelling is fundamentally different from visual metaphor in that while it also seduces the
senses by unlocking the imagination, it can also aim to convey ethics and socio-political thought. It
does not have to fall victim to sentimentality—it does not have to be cynical or weary. And while it
can never claim to present us with the complete picture, it approximates what we may need as
rememory or take-away. The need to augment reality and heighten the experience is now ubiquitous.
Advertising and our relentless consumerism have made us all addicted to fast affirmation and
validation—we have become story-stoners. Our need for an escape to places of beauty, renditions
of redemption, and wordy probes of others’ lives are affirmed when we read/hear/imagine even the
simplest of tales. It has become a fixation; turning lived-experience, or imagined lives, into personas
that help define the user, outline the character, assisting in meaning-making—a way of seeing. In the
end, having the lived-experience becomes analogous to telling the story, and more frequently than
not, life is starting to approximate art. “People wouldn’t believe this stuff if I made it up,” we hear
more frequently than ever before. Mallarmé nailed it when the mused that, fundamentally,
everything exists to end up in a book. He did not know the half of it.

